AUSTRALIAN AIR SAFARIS

Coast&Co Air Safaris are for those who want to get off
the tourist trail. ItÕs about moving away from the wellworn, heading off into the uncharted and experiencing
the most exclusive luxury adventure safari of Australia
with your own private plane.
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DAY BY DAY ITINERARY
1 : MELBOURNE TO KINGSCOTE, KANGAROO ISLAND
2 : KANGAROO ISLAND
3 : KANGAROO ISLAND
4 : ADELAIDE - ULTIMATE BAROSSA
5 : ADELAIDE - SECRET WINE GEMS
6 : ADELAIDE TO KING ISLAND
7 : KING ISLAND
8 : KING ISLAND TO MELBOURNE

BAROSSA VALLEY
ADELAIDE
KANGAROO ISLAND
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MELBOURNE

KING ISLAND

Melbourne to Kingscote - Kangaroo Island

Start with a morning flight from Melbourne to Kangaroo Island, a wildlife hotspot and one of the most sought after destinations
in Australia, with its 30 Conservation parks and huge range of wildlife species. On arrival youÕll step completely off the grid
into a fully-hosted eco luxury experience at Oceanview Eco Villas, where youÕll be welcomed by your island hosts, Tim and
Tamsin Wendt. Allow yourself to relax, unwind and rejuvenate in luxury accommodation whilst enjoying the stunning 500acre coastal property. Enjoy an afternoon tour with Exceptional Kangaroo Island including a BBQ lunch at a spectacular beach
location and a tour with Kangaroo Island Marine Adventures to experience their dolphin watch program, learning about the
visual recognition system that helps track dolphin movement between pods. Return for dinner with Tim & Tamsin.
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Kangaroo Island

Start with a trip to Seal Bay to see an Australian Sea Lion Colony, looking out for pups that nurse their mothers
and big bulls staking out their territory. We then head along pristine coastline to enjoy lunch at an iconic picnic
spot. In the afternoon savour a tour of the iconic Flinders Chase National Park. After lunch, travel into Flinders
Chase National Park and explore the massive shapes of Remarkable Rocks, a natural sculpture perched impossibly
on top of a dome of granite emerging from the ocean. Late afternoon we'll marvel at the power of the Southern
Ocean swell at Admirals Arch - a coastal grotto which provides a home for a large colony of long-nosed fur seals
who swim effortlessly through the crashing waves.
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Kangaroo Island

Enjoy a deep dive into the islandÕs pioneering conservation programs, where you can learn about the IslandÕs
passion for conserving its native flora and fauna. Visit the Eucalyptus forest of the Cygnet Valley and learn about
the ground-breaking large-scale habitat restoration programme. Meet with Dr Peggy Reismuller, who is the world
expert on short-beaked echidnas Ð one of the worldÕs three egg-laying mammals. Over lunch at a private bush
site, Peggy will share the results of 30 years investigating the lives of echidnas, goannas and tiger snakes. After
lunch, savour a tasting and tour of an oyster farm at American River. Late afternoon weÕll head back to Kingscote
for your flight to Adelaide and transfer to Sequoia Lodge.
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Ultimate Barossa Tour

A day tour that explores two of the most famous wine brands in the country. In the morning enjoy a visit to
Torbreck Vintners, which has the incredible accolade of achieving a perfect 100 point score from Robert ParkerÕs
Wine Advocate no less than five times in its history. In the afternoon visit Henschke, the most famous small
winemaker in the country. Enter this icon and take a private, VIP tour of Australian winemaking history. YouÔll
enjoy exclusive access to one of AustraliaÕs most celebrated vineyards, Hill of Grace, including an hour in the
vineyard driving and walking next to the oldest ÒGrandfatherÓ vines dating back to the 1860Õs, followed by a tour
of the historical working winery. WeÕll finish the day with a panoramic 4WD trip into Steingarten Vineyard,
atop the beautiful Barossa Ranges. Arriving back at Sequoia Lodge, enjoy dinner at HardyÕs Verandah.
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Secret Wine Gems

A journey of discovery into geology, ancient soils and two of the finest boutique winemakers in South Australia.
Start your wine journey with a 4WD tour into ancient Onkaparinga Gorge to see native animals and geology
that dates back 600 million years.Visit Bekkers Fine Wine and take in boutique, world class wines with finesse
and texture, made by husband & wife team Toby & Emmanuelle Bekkers. Visit Salopian Inn for lunch, to meet
one of South AustraliaÕs most iconic Chefs, Karen Armstrong. Enjoy lunch in this majestic stone homestead
with its expansive vineyard views, followed by a 4WD tour down Silver Sands Beach. Finish the day at HickinbothamÕs
Clarendon Vineyard and their private Chateau, which for over 40 years has supplied fruit to produce many of
AustraliaÕs greatest wines, including Penfolds Grange. Return to Sequoia Lodge for an evening campfire and
marshmallow roasting on the valley rim, and enjoy a dinner catered to your room.
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Adelaide to King Island

WeÕll fly across Backstairs Passage with its spectacular Southern Ocean views to King Island for the next stage
of your Air Safari. King Island lies off the north-west coast of Tasmania, surrounded by a rugged coastline with
fresh seafood, famously good produce and some of the cleanest air in the world, and for golf lovers there are
two stunning world-class golf courses on the island designed in the Scottish links tradition.
On arrival youÕll be transferred to Taraki Lodge, an ideal base for exploring the islandÕs lush farmlands, hidden
forests and pristine unspoiled beaches.ÊTaraki Lodge sits high atop sand dunes and faces due west with a 180
degree view of Bass Strait.
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King Island

Enjoy a private tour of King Island, savouring King Island cheese, steak and produce along with its magnificent
scenery as a backdrop. King island is famous for cheese and dairy products, seafood, beef, honey and fruit and
veggies at a farm gate or eatery, and youÕll get to sample all of these on a wonderful culinary journey. Following a
series of twisted roads and country lanes, youÕll be dazzled at every turn - from a lighthouse and offshore shipwrecks,
to the island's great nature walks and unique wildlife. For dinner Taraki Lodge organises a private chef to cook
for you at the lodge, serving King Island's best local produce.
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King Island & return to Melbourne

For golf lovers weÕll book you at one of the islandÕs renowned Golf Courses, with a choice of Cape Wickham,
Ocean Dunes and King Island Golf Club. For those more inclined to the islandÕs coast , enjoy a sleep in followed
by a walk around TarakiÕs spectacular coastline. Afternoon return flight to Melbourne.
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Owner of the company,
Simon Burley is a specialist luxury
tour operator with an international
background in gin, whisky, wine,
nature and tourism. It's taken him
from London to Inverness to
Sydney to Perth and to Adelaide, a
journey which has inspired a love
of landscapes, nature, coast,
wildlife and the characters that
make each place special.
The itineraries are a curation of his
very favourite places and shared
with you in the most intimate,
exclusive and luxurious safaris that
are offered across Australia.
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ISLANDS, COAST & WINE - 8 DAY ADVENTURE
DEPART MELBOURNE

2 pax : $ 39,995 per person
4 pax : $ 23,995 per person
6 pax : $ 19,995 per person
Additional nights can be quoted

INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

Flights & Transfers, Accommodation,
Food and Beverage, Private Touring

Golf, Extra Activities,
Items of a Personal Nature, Gratuities

AVAILABILITY

All Year Round
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